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Kotetsu is the toughest steel block on the block.

He hangs out with a rough crowd.

He is strong and stubborn; no one can bend him.

Their names are Slag, Scrap, and Rusty.
One day, his friends dare Kotetsu to go into a scary old shack.

Inside, the shack is dark.

Kotetsu is afraid, but to look tough, he decides to go in.

Kotetsu sees a red light in the corner of the room and walks towards it.
Suddenly, he hears a voice behind him.

“Kotetsu, you are the chosen one! You have the carbon in you!”

Scared, Kotetsu runs towards the light.

But Kotetsu stumbles and falls into a pit of hot coals!
“HELP!” yells Kotetsu.

A figure appears above him and offers him help...

...under one condition:

“I’m smelting!”

“You must train to become the last Samurai sword!”

Kotetsu knows that it’s his only way out.

He agrees and begins to train with Master Tongs and Master Hammer.
Every day, Kotetsu is hardened, building his strength and discipline layer... by layer...

...by layer!
After three months, Kotetsu has become even stronger...

while learning to be flexible on the inside!

Emerging victorious, Kotetsu becomes a real samurai.
the end